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Nonuniversal atmospheric persistence: Different scaling of daily minimum
and maximum temperatures

Margit Pattantyu´s-Ábrahám, Andrea Király, and Imre M. Ja´nosi*
Department of Physics of Complex Systems, Eo¨tvös University, P.O. Box 32, H-1518 Budapest, Hungary

~Received 17 July 2003; published 27 February 2004!

An extensive investigation of 61 daily temperature records by means of detrended fluctuation analysis has
revealed that the value of correlation exponent is not universal, contrary to earlier claims. Furthermore,
statistically significant differences are found for daily minimum and maximum temperatures measured at the
same station, suggesting different degrees of long-range correlations for the two extremes. Numerical tests on
synthetic time series demonstrate that a correlated signal interrupted by uncorrelated segments exhibits an
apparently lower exponent value over the usual time window of empirical data analysis. In order to find
statistical differences between the two daily extreme temperatures, high frequency~10 min! records were
evaluated for two distant locations. The results show that daily maxima characterize better the dynamic
equilibrium state of the atmosphere than daily minima, for both stations. This provides a conceptual explana-
tion why scaling analysis can yield different exponent values for minima and maxima.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding long-range temporal correlations in the
mosphere is of fundamental interest: it is far from being
purely academic question whether the observed warm
trend is a consequence of human interference or it is a
mal ‘‘excursion’’ of the variable climate@1#. Each of the
most elaborated global coupled atmosphere-ocean mode
dicates that recent warming is likely to continue, regardl
of the computer model used or the emission scenario app
@2#. However, it is not entirely clear how far can we trust
the prediction skills of global climate models. For example
recent test by Govindanet al. @3# of seven state-of-the-ar
models failed to reproduce the scaling behavior of six m
sured surface temperature records by underestimating
long-range persistence of the atmosphere. Similar discre
cies were detected already by Syroka and Toumi@4#, and
later Vjushin et al. @5#. On the other hand, Fraedrich an
Blender@6# demonstrated that an improved model setup w
a constant greenhouse gas environment does reproduc
mospheric scaling extending up to centuries. They also
phasize that a detailed analysis of empirical long-range
relations is indispensable@6#. Indeed, direct comparison o
local observations with the rather low resolution general
culation models does have many pitfalls@7#.

Various methods are used to characterize quantitativ
the fluctuations and correlations of high frequency meteo
logical data. Besides power density spectra, autocorrela
functions, Hurst rescaled ranges, etc., the relatively n
method of detrended fluctuation analysis~DFA! has been
proven useful in revealing the extent of long-range corre
tions in diverse time series@8#. DFA and the more traditiona
methods provide equivalent characterizations of correla
stochastic signals@9–11#, with the essential difference tha
DFA can effectively filter out nonstationarities such as sl
trends.

*Electronic address: janosi@lecso.elte.hu
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Variations in surface air temperature is obviously one
the most fundamental indicators of fluctuations or change
climate. The longest continuous daily records of measu
air temperatures extend back to the eighteenth century, th
fore such data sets are favorite subject of time series an
sis. Asymptotic scaling has been identified for several lo
records@3,9,10,12,13#, shorter-time correlations are usual
explained by using first- or second-order linear autoregr
sive models@14,15#. Koscielny-Bundeet al. @9# believed to
observe a universal correlation exponent for continental
tions. Subsequent DFA studies by Weber and Talkner@13#
and Monettiet al. @16# indicated significant variance for sta
tions of different climatic parameters. Recent comprehens
analyses by Fraedrich and Blender@6# and Király and Jánosi
@17# unambiguously revealed strong dependence on g
graphic location. Furthermore, we show here that even d
minimum and maximum temperatures at a given station
exhibit different asymptotic scaling. In order to get a clue f
such behavior, we analyze two temperature records with t
poral resolution of 10 min. We illustrate that the represen
tion of an atmospheric equilibrium temperature by da
minima is inferior to daily maxima for the particular station

II. NONUNIVERSAL SCALING

The first part of our analysis is based on a high-qua
measured daily temperature set for Australia@18,19#. Data
for 61 ~out from 99! stations were selected according to t
quality of their climate record, in terms of site standard
homogeneity, and completeness of the series, and to pro
the best possible spatial coverage~48 for the continent, 13
for islands!.

The most important advantage of DFA over conventio
methods is that it permits the detection of intrinsic se
similarity embedded in a seemingly nonstationary time
ries. Following the work of Penget al. @8#, several theoreti-
cal studies elucidated the power and limitations of filteri
out various trends from synthetic data series@10,11,20–22#.
One of their main findings is that DFA results for signa
©2004 The American Physical Society10-1
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PATTANTYÚS-ÁBRAHÁM, KIRÁLY, AND JÁNOSI PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021110 ~2004!
with different correlation properties and background tren
can be fully explained by the assumption of variance sup
position@20,22#. This is essential because the correlation
ponent as a function of time segment length is almost ne
constant for any real data, crossover~s! can usually arise from
a change in the correlation properties at different time sc
or as a consequence of trends. Other types of nonstatio
ties are missing segments in records~very common!, con-
tamination with random spikes, or signals with different l
cal behavior~different variance or local correlations!.

As a first step of DFA analysis, the annual cycle is
moved from the raw dataTi by computing the temperatur
anomaly seriesxi5Ti2^Ti&d , wherei 51, . . . ,N, and^•&d
denotes the long-time average for the given calendar
Next, the anomaly series is integrated to obtain the so-ca
profile yj5( i 51

j xi . The profile is divided into nonoverlap
ping time segments of equal lengthn, and the local trend is
fitted by a polynomial of orderp in each segment. The fluc
tuation Fp(n)k for the kth profile is determined as the roo
mean squared deviation from the local trend, an aver
Fp(n) is formed over the different segments. A power-la
relationship betweenFp(n) and n indicates scaling with an
exponentd (DFAp exponent!:

Fp~n!;nd. ~1!

Notice that such a process has a power-law autocorrela
function

C~t!5^xjxj 1t&;t2a, ~2!

where 0,a,1, and the relationship between the correlati
exponents is@9,10#

a52~12d!. ~3!

Long-memory ~persistent! processes are characterized
DFA exponentd.0.5, uncorrelated time series~e.g., pure
random walk! obeyd50.5, antipersistent signals exhibitin
negative long-range correlations haved,0.5.

We briefly show results for 48 dailymean temperature
series for Australian continental stations analyzed in det
in Ref. @17#. The average length of these records is 45 ye
the shortest and longest are 22 and 120, respectively. In
eral, fitting was possible over more than two orders of m
nitude. We found asymptotic long-range correlations in
range 30–1800 days for each case, the scaling regime
tends up to ten years for the longer records. In strong con
to earlier claims on a universal exponent value@3,9# we
found pronounced station dependence, similarly to Fraed
and Blender@6#. We emphasize that weak trends were d
tected only in the longest temperature anomaly series~Syd-
ney, Melbourne, Adelaide! which might be attributed to ur
banization or global warming, but this question is beyond
scope of the present work. Even for these cases, DFA2
ponents could not be distinguished from DFA1 values wit
the fitting error.

Figure 1 illustrates how the value of correlation expon
d depends on the geographic location of the station. T
tendencies can be resolved in Fig. 1. First, the general tr
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is a decrease of exponents with decreasing latitude. Ind
the contours of the fitted surface are almost parallel with
lines of latitude. This tendency is in complete agreem
with the correlation properties of 500-hPa height anoma
in the northern hemisphere found by Tsoniset al. @23#, how-
ever it is somewhat different from the results of Fraedr
and Blender@6#. ~Note that the spatial resolution of the
analysis is much lower for the given region, especially ov
the continent.! Second, there is a hump over the sou
eastern part of the continent which correlates well with
location of the highest mountain range~Australian Alps!. We
do not want to overemphasize this observation, neverthe
Weber and Talkner@13# found also higher exponent value
for mountain weather stations.

The overall behavior of temporal correlations fordaily
minima and maximais practically the same as shown in Fi
1, apart from numerical values. It is remarkable, howev
that the correlation exponents for the daily extremesd(xmin)
andd(xmax) can be different for a given station~Fig. 2!, and
the disparity is statistically significant in many cases: 27
from 48 continental stations~56%!, while 7 out from 13 for

FIG. 1. Correlation exponentd for daily mean temperature
anomalies at the continental stations~48 altogether! as a function of
geographic location. The contour of Australia is also indicated.~Er-
ror bars are shown as vertical lines.!

FIG. 2. Representative DFA1 results for daily minimum a
maximum temperature anomaly series for two stations:~a!
Gunnedah 1968–1999, 31.02°S, 150.27°E, and~b! Broome 1943–
1999, 17.98°S, 122.23°E. Gray lines indicate linear fits, das
line illustrates the slope for an uncorrelated process.
0-2
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NONUNIVERSAL ATMOSPHERIC PERSISTENCE: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021110 ~2004!
islands~54%!, see Fig. 3, bottom.~The low noise level in
Fig. 2 is due to the standard ‘‘sliding window’’ techniqu
where local trend removal and variance computation fo
given time window of lengthn were performed at each pos
sible starting valuei 51, . . . ,N2n.! Error bars for the indi-
vidual exponents are obtained by fits to different parts of
log@F1(n)# vs log(n) curves, and the statistical error for th
difference is estimated by the usual error propagation ru

D@d~xmax!2d~xmin!#5A@Dd~xmax!#
21@Dd~xmin!#

2.
~4!

Compared with the exponent values for daily mean temp
turesd(xmean), we could not identify any systematic patter
apart from the fact that they fall into the interval defined
the maxima and minima:

FIG. 3. Top: The difference of correlation exponents for da
maximum and minimum temperature anomaliesd(xmax)2d(xmin)
as a function of geographic location. Bottom: The same as a fu
tion of distance from the closest seashore. Data for islands~not
shown on the top! are denoted by empty circles. Error bars a
obtained by Eq.~4!.
02111
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d~xmean!P@d~xmax!1Dd~xmax!,d~xmin!2Dd~xmin!#.
~5!

This is expected from the variance superposition assump
@20,22#.

The representative examples in Fig. 2 might suggest
higher exponent values would be connected with higher le
of variance at a given time segmentn, i.e., the DFA curve of
larger slope for a given extremum temperature runs ab
the curve for the other extremum. Detailed evaluation ga
negative result: there is no correlation between variance le
and the sign of the difference of exponents. Further statist
tests also failed to detect correlations with other characte
tics such as the skewness and kurtosis of the amplitude
tribution for the temperature anomaly fluctuations.

We also could not identify plausible pattern for a depe
dence on geographic position~Fig. 3!. The results of corre-
lation analysis with respect to the distance from seash
~Fig. 3, bottom!, elevation, or longitude of the stations~not
shown here! are also negative. This might be a conseque
of sparsity of data from the middle of the continent. It
more probable that differences in the statistics of da
maxima and minima depend on subtle local details, such
soil, vegetation, moisture, etc.~Note that daily extremes ar
routinely determined by simple minimum-maximum the
mometers, thus they are really sensitive to local fluctuatio!

III. CORRELATION EXPONENT TUNING

The results of the preceding section can be summarize
follows.

~i! Daily characteristic temperature values~minimum,
maximum, arithmetic mean! have significant positive long
range correlations extending for several years. There is
sign of breakdown of scaling behavior even for the long
time series.

~ii ! The ‘‘degree’’ of correlations, i.e., the value of corre
lation exponent is not universal, it depends on the geograp
location.

~iii ! There is a general tendency of decreasing expon
value with increasing distance from the equator over Aus
lia.

~iv! The value of DFA exponent for daily minima an
maxima can be different for a given station. The sign a
magnitude of the disparity do not correlate with geograp
or other statistical parameters, most probably they are de
mined by local circumstances~microclimate!.

The lack of universality in the value of correlation exp
nent requires further explanations. It can be difficult to find
reasonable unique physical mechanism, therefore our
here is to give a conceptual framework for a process fam
of continuously changing DFA exponents.

Systematic analyses by Huet al. @20#, Kantelhardtet al.
@21#, and Chenet al. @22# on various synthetic time serie
revealed many useful details on the diagnostic power
DFA. For example, a long-range correlated process with
ditive random noise can be easily identified, because its D
curve has a crossover from a sloped50.5 ~noise dominated
part! to a different asymptotic value. The crossover time d

c-
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PATTANTYÚS-ÁBRAHÁM, KIRÁLY, AND JÁNOSI PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 021110 ~2004!
pends primarily on the variance of the random noise~large
amplitude—later crossover! and on the correlation exponen
of the underlying process~large exponent—earlier cross
over!. Furthermore, scaling of correlated data seriesd
.0.5) is not affected by randomly cutting out segments a
stitching together the remaining parts, even when half
points is removed@22#. From our point of view, signals with
different local correlations deserve special attention. In g
eral, when random parts of a correlated data series are
placed by segments from another series of different corr
tion exponent, the behavior is dominated by the segme
exhibiting higher positive correlations@22#. However, there
is a wide transition regime with a nontrivial effective exp
nent, thus a ‘‘true’’ asymptotic behavior could be observed
extremely long time series only, especially when the diff
ence between the exponents is small. This behavior is il
trated in Fig. 4.

Power-law correlated, normalized Gaussian data set
lengthN5219 were generated with the algorithm develop
by Pang, Yu, and Halpin-Healy@24#. For a given set, differ-
ent amount of its total length was replaced by randomi
segments of average durationw510 ‘‘days’’ and of the same
amplitude distribution. Typical DFA curves are shown in F

FIG. 4. ~a! DFA1 curves in double-logarithmic scale for a co
related synthetic data set of lengthN5524 288 with different
amount of randomized replacements~see legends!. Dashed lines
indicate the ‘‘true’’ asymptotic slope.~b! The same as~a! zoomed
into the rangenP30–3000 days. Transient exponents ared tr

50.83, 0.70, 0.64, 0.59, and 0.53, respectively. The asympt
exponents (n.10 000) are different for randomized data:das

50.83, 0.80, 0.76, 0.75, 0.67.
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4~a!. Note that the transient toward the true asymptotic slo
can be very wide. The common fitting range for existi
temperature time series is 30,n,3000 days~about one-fifth
of the total record length!; Fig. 4~b! illustrates that this part
can be also approximated by a power law. Exponent val
d tr obtained in this transient part are usually different fro
the largen slopesdas . The robustness of positive correlatio
is remarkable: 90% of the total length can be replaced w
uncorrelated segments, notwithstanding the signal clearly
dicates persistence. For more details see Ref.@22#.

As we mentioned already, the decreasing tendency of
pirical correlation exponents at decreasing latitudes~see Fig.
1! is in complete agreement with the results by Tsoniset al.
@23# for 500-hPa height anomalies in the northern hem
sphere. They attribute a decreasing degree of correlation
an increasingly baroclinic nature of the dynamics as o
progresses from the subtropics through the midlatitud
More baroclinicity results in more power to processes
small spatial and temporal scales. In this respect, a dynam
of increased baroclinicity means that an underlying cor
lated time evolution can be more often interrupted by sho
memory, small scale processes yielding a decreased effe
correlation exponent.

This explanation, however, cannot help to understand
difference between correlation properties of daily minimu
and maximum temperatures for a given station. Neverthe
the argumentation above can give the hint to find differ
level of randomness in the records, if it exists at all. Tim
series of daily extremes are clearly not suitable for su
analysis, because short, local segments cannot exhibit l
range correlations, while an overall statistics smears any
ferences in local properties.

IV. HIGH RESOLUTION TEMPERATURE RECORDS

In order to reveal different statistical properties of da
minimum and maximum temperatures, we analyzed t
records of high temporal resolution. One is from the met
rological station of the Eo¨tvös University, Budapest, Hun
gary, at the campus of the Faculty of Sciences (47.47
19.07°E). The other is the ‘‘Nerrigundah Catchment’’@25#
located 11 km north-west of Dungog, NSW, Austra
(32.19°S, 151.43°E). Standard surface temperature~2 m!
and radiation data of 10 min resolution were evaluated
both places covering two whole years: 2001–2002 in Bud
est and 1997–1998 in Nerrigundah. Note that both locati
have temperate climate.

Daily extreme temperatures are usually determined fo
given calendar day~we adopted this definition!, however
other schemes are also used~e.g., from 7 a.m. to 7 a.m. of the
next day, etc.!. We show in Fig. 5 the time when daily ex
tremes occurred for a one year period. It is clear for b
places that the probability for maximum temperatures pe
'2 h after culmination, with a few exceptional days in wi
ter of continental Hungary. The characteristic time for min
mum temperature is around sunrise, however the dispers
much stronger during the night hours with a concentration
around midnight. As a consequence, the probability distri
tion for intervals between extremes on consecutive d

ic
0-4
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FIG. 5. Recorded time of daily extremestmax ~solid circles! and tmin ~empty circles! on the given calendar day for~a,b! Budapest, and
~c,d! Nerrigundah farm. Thin solid lines indicate the astronomically calculated time for sunrise and sunset, small dots around them
the detected time by the radiometers.~Daylight-saving time is corrected.!
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shows significant differences: while maxima have a sin
peaked histogram, minima show trimodal distributions,
Fig. 6.

We can draw the conclusion that a time series of da
maximum temperatures fulfills the condition of even sa
pling better than daily minima. Uneven sampling can be

FIG. 6. Histogram for the time interval between two consecut
daily extreme values~cf. Fig. 5!. ~a,b! Budapest maxima and
minima, and~c,d! Nerrigundah maxima and minima. Two year st
tistics for both stations.
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significant source of error in statistical analysis@26#, espe-
cially because corrections are not possible from daily d
sets~the time of occurrence is simply not recorded!. We per-
formed tests on synthetic time series in order to detect
effect of uneven sampling@27#. Without the details, the resul
was negative: long-range persistence is a robust prop
which is not sensitive to the uneven sampling of type sho
in Fig. 6, similarly to the case of missing whole segme
@22#.

As a next step, we studied more closely the characteris
of daily extreme temperatures. Visual evaluation of t
records revealed that 80–100 days a year show a very r
lar temperature course, see Fig. 7. The weather is calm
these days, and radiation data indicate the lack of str
fluctuations in cloudiness~cloud cover itself is not excluded!.
Also the average temperature can be strongly different fr
long term mean values@Fig. 7~a!#. On such days, significan
parts of the warming and cooling periods can be fitted w
with exponential functions:

T~ t !5Tw~d!F12expS 2
t

tw~d! D G , ~6!

T~ t !5Tc~d!F11expS 2
t

tc~d! D G , ~7!

where the physically interesting parameters are
asymptotic warming and cooling temperaturesTw(d) and
Tc(d), and the time constantstw(d) andtc(d) for the given
day. The exponential behavior of warming is an empiric
approximation only~the time dependence of irradiation, a

e
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sorption, and emission complicates the physics!, however it
is better understood for free cooling@28#.

The general statistics of time constantstw and tc is
shown in Fig. 8. The important aspects for the present c
text are that the values and distributions are essentially
same for both stations, and there is no visible sign of
annual cycle. Note that the most probable value and
width of the histogram for the characteristic cooling time a
significantly larger than that for the warming.

It is rather illuminating to examine the correlation stat
tics between daily extreme values and the fitted asympt
temperatures. The asymptotic temperature can be consid
as an attribute of a thermodynamic equilibrium of the low
atmosphere, where the bottom layer relaxes with unchan
boundary conditions. Of course, here we refer to local
namic equilibrium which can be established with time d
pendent excitation~solar irradiation!, and can be far~as it is!
from a static equilibrium state. Figure 9~a! shows the scatte
plot for cooling asymptotic temperatureTc and minimum
temperatureTmin for the same calendar day, and the his
gram of their difference. The skewed distribution indica
that the daily minimum might be higher by 10–15 °C a

FIG. 7. Temperature records for consecutive days of c
weather for~a! Budapest and~b! Nerrigundah. Thin dashed line
indicate long term average temperatures, thick gray lines are e
nential fits.

FIG. 8. Warming and cooling time constantstw ~empty circles!
andtc ~solid circles! expressed in units of minute for~a! Budapest
and~b! Nerrigundah. The appropriate histograms are plotted on
right, empty bars for warming, shaded bars for cooling.
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lower by 5 –7 °C than the asymptotic value. The former ca
typically occurs at small cooling rates~large values oftc),
where the calendar breaks the relaxation process ‘‘too ea
Negative deviation is typical at general warming trend
where the daily absolute minimum is recorded before s
rise, but the asymptotic temperature is associated with
night time relaxation of the given calendar day. This
clearly demonstrated in Fig. 9~b!, whereTc is compared with
the local minimum temperature just before sunriseTsr . Fig-
ure 9~c! shows the same statistics for warming characteri
temperatures. Since the rate constants are smaller~cf. Fig. 8!,
the warming process itself is much faster than cooling, th
the difference between the asymptotic and actual extre
temperatures is significantly smaller than that for cooling

V. CONCLUSIONS

In Sec. II we reported on geographic trends of the D
exponent over Australia. In spite of statistical deficienc

o-

e

FIG. 9. Correlation statistics~a! for daily minimaTmin and cool-
ing asymptotic temperature for the same dayTc , ~b! for the tem-
perature at sunriseTsr and Tc , ~c! for daily maxima Tmax and
warming asymptotic temperature for the same dayTw . Left side:
scatter plots~thin lines indicate full correlation!, right side: histo-
gram of the differences. Data for Nerrigundah are shown,
graphs are essentially identical for Budapest.
0-6
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NONUNIVERSAL ATMOSPHERIC PERSISTENCE: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 021110 ~2004!
~e.g., the coverage of the continent is quite uneven!, the data
indicate strongly that the fluctuations are not universal. T
observation is supported by the results of Tsoniset al. @23#,
where they found a very similar tendency for the who
northern hemisphere. The lack of universal exponent va
does not rule out the existence of a general mechan
behind long-range temporal correlations, as illustrated
Sec. III.

The fact that daily extreme temperatures can behave
ferently is not new. Easterlinget al. pointed out that diurna
temperature range~daily maximum minus daily minimum!
has declined significantly over many parts of the globe in
last decades, and this is the consequence of a fast increa
daily minima @29#. Besides urbanization, this trend can
influenced by many factors such as slowly changing clo
cover, average soil moisture, surface albedo, etc.~see, e.g.,
Ref. @30# and references therein!. It is an interesting question
how the variability~measured, e.g., by DFA! might be re-
lated with the slow trends of extreme temperature valu
Since higher order DFA filters out any trend from th
records, further analysis is required to reveal possible r
tionship between trends and correlation properties.

In Sec. IV we demonstrated that daily minimum a
maximum temperatures exhibit different statistical proper
in many respects, even aside from slow trends. We think
the most important concept is the evaluation of asympt
temperaturesTw andTc @see Eqs.~6! and~7!#, which is pos-
sible only for records of high enough temporal resolutio
We believe that long-memory processes in the atmosp
e,
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are reflected by slow, smooth, persistent changes in
boundary conditions, which shift the~dynamic! equilibrium
of the atmosphere. Daily weather represents strong fluc
tions around this potential equilibrium, therefore avera
quantities over appropriate time intervals are adequate c
acteristics of the slow changes. Nevertheless daily val
reflect also long-time correlations, if they are not masked
e.g., uncorrelated interruptions. Figure 9 illustrates that d
maximum temperatures characterize better the poten
equilibrium state than daily minima for the two stations. Se
tion III shows a mechanism, how larger amount of uncor
lated segments results in an apparently lower correlation
ponent.

Of course, our results cannot prove the correctness of
concept. The distance between the Nerrigundah farm
Gunnedah@the closest meteorological station of evaluat
daily records, see Fig. 2~a!# is ;200 km, which is large
enough not to be comparable, and we do not have the ap
priate daily data for Budapest. Nevertheless we think that
approach itself is correct: only the evaluation of high reso
tion records can help to understand better different sca
properties for daily extreme temperatures.
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